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In ffie spring of 1892, the Wellesley College class in experi- 
mental psychology began a study of cases of pseudo-chromes- 
thesia and of mental " forms. " A canvass of the college was 
undertaken and records of outside cases were also collected. 1 
Since that time a few new records have been added and a very 
detailed investigation of all cases has beea made, on the basis 
of a series of questions which were formulated after the careful 
study of the first records. The results are sllmTnarized here 
with the briefest possible comment. 

In the first table, reference is made only to the records 
from members of Wellesley College; and so large a number 
of persons have been oonsulid that the per cents may per- 
haps fairly be supposed to suggest the common prevalellee of 
the phenomenon. 2 

1 A short account of this work was given in the A MFRICAN JOURNAL 
OF P#YCE10LOG#Y, V01. V., No. 2. Vaziations of the present record 
from that are due chiefly to the nes material collected; but occa- 
sionally to later, more detailed statements of the same subjects. 
The figures given, throughout this article, have been carefully 
verifled, and every efFort has been made to interpret accuratelyt 
through personal interviews, or through correspondence the e2ract 
meaning of the subjects. Eundreds of letters have been written 
and scores of interviews have been held. 

2 Since the completion of this paper, a canvass ha# been made of 
the students who entered Wellesley in the fall of 1892. Its results 
differ remarkably from those of Sllmmary I., in the far larger pro- 
portion of cases, both of pseudo-chromesthesia and of forms. 
Of 203 consultedt the number of persons with pseudo- 

chromestheslais 32 (=15*7%) 
Number of persons with forms is 61 (_30.2%) 
Nber of persons with both is 17 (-8.4%) 

The result may be accidental but it is possible, on the other hand, 
that among the two hundred or more, last year, whom our questions 
did not reach, was a relatively large proportion of subjects. It is 
proposed to attempt a mediation between the two results, by con- 
tinuing this canvass with successive freshnean classes. 



SU1j11KARY I. 

Eomparative Frequency of Pseudo-chromesthesia and of Forms. 

Total number of persons consulted, 525 
Number of persons with pseudo-chromesthesia, 35 (=6.66%) 
Number of persons with formsZ 65 (=12.38%) 
( Note: Number of persons wlth both, 183.42%) 

The other summaries deal with all recorded cases, including 
those outside of Wellesley. The first of these attempts a 
sub-classification of 

SUMMARY II. 
Varieties of Forms. ( Total Number of l3ubjects, 85.l) 

Verifled. Constant. Unrerifled. Total. 

Month-forms. 55 13 5 73 
Number-forms. 50 10 7 67 
Day- of-week- forms. 23 23 4 . 50 
aentury-forms. 4 7 1 12 
Hour-forms. 3 1 1 5 
Alphabet-forms. 6 37 2 45 

Totals. 141 91 20 | 252 

In the first colllmn of this summary are included cases in 
which the forms have been drawn in the same way after an 
interval (in most cases a year, occasionally only a few 
months ) following the first record. A few cases are counted 
in which the second form varies slightly from the first (-for 
instance, bends at the same number and at the same angle, 
but to the left rather than to the right ). The second column 
contains the record of forms which did not appear on the first 
record, where the omission was a mere neglect and the sub- 
ject explicitly testifies to the constant possession of the forms. 
The third colume includes not oul sr the unverified cases, bllt 
also those in which the second drawing of the form differs 
from the first. 

Among the hour-forms and the century-forms are included 
only the cases in which these are unlike the number-forms; 
to most subjects the number-form is used for both series. 
The alphabet-forms are probably, most of them, mere visual 

1 Evidently the record of the #ame #ubject appear# often under 
seareral of the#e head#. 
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reproductions of the primer page, so that they hardly 
belong to our sunlmary. 1 

s few cursous forms are not illeluded at all. Among these 
are forms for piano notes (equare#), with lines for violin 
notes; and an interesting prayer-formS well remembered from 
thetimewhentheprogressfrom olle pyer to another was 
always t}le passage from one part into another of the form. 2 

The ne2rt table is a classification of 
C:! TTY oU3K:bLARY s11. 

V=ieties of Pseudo-chromesthesia. (Total Numb of Subjectsf 4ti.3) 

Color with letters: 
With consonants only, 54 
With sowels only, 44 
With both vowels and consonants 20 

29 cases.. 
Co1sr th t ntl,merals: 10 casesv 
cOaof th words: 

With common and proper terms, 20S 
With common terms only, 1 
With proper names only, 

:Names of people only, 7 
Name# of day# only, 1 
Names of months and days, 1 
Name# of people, months and days, 8 

7 

38 casesv 
Color with m?sw: 

With nois of different nitch? 8 

With different pitch and different instruments, 3 
With difierent composers or compo#itions, 4 
With other varieties and combinations, 8 

a3 cases.* 

Total vatieties of pseudo-chromesthesia, 1003 cases 

The connection of particular colors with the diiBerent 
letters is a widely varying one. A11 the associatio:ns seem 
fortuitous, e:xcept possibly that of i with black and of o witll 
white. Dr. Jordanff e:xplains this as certainly due to the 

But there are some distinctive alphabet-form#. Cf. Fig. 3, Plate I. 
a See also Fiz. 7, PlaX I. 
3Evidently ffie record of the same subject often appear# under 

several of these heads. 
This contradiction of Galton's generalization has already been 

noticed. ARICAN JOURNAL OF PSYCHOLOGY} Vol. V., No. 2. 
aThere are four cases of color with all words. 
Cf. D. B. Jordall, Pop. Ai. Mo. SX% l-X-. 87. 



appearance of the letters; but, ill the case of o, an explanation 
give:n in o:ne of my records seems eqllally plausible, and is 
interesti:ng because the subject is now blind. 1 " oX " she saysX 
" cipher-blank-sheet of white paper.'? 

SU1KMAP;Y n. 
Colors with DiSerent Letters. 

I. With i: 
i i8 black in 11 cases. 
i is " nearly black " in 4 " 
z is Eey in 3 sc 
z is white " or " light " in 2 " 
z is cardinal in 1 case. 

Total cases of color-associations with , 21 
II. With o: 

O iB white in 11 cases. 
O is "greyish-white" in 3 1 
o is "blwsh-white' in 1 1 
o is "colorle#s or white" in 1 F nearly white in 7 
o is "white or yellow' in 1 I 
o is " light " in 1 J 
o is grey in 1 case. 
O is ' golden-brown " in 1 " 
o is black or "very dark" in 2 casesw 

Total cases of color-associations uth o, 22 
III. With a: 

a is blue in 7 cases. 
a is red in 4 ss 
a is of other color i:ll 11 " 

Total cases of color-as#ociation with a, 22 
IV. rth e: 

e is yellow in 8 cases. 
e is of other color in 15 

Total caves of color-associations with e, 23 
Y. W$th 8: 

8 is yellow in 6 cases. 
8 is red in 3 < 
8 i# " red or yellow" in 1 cave. 
8 i# "yellowi#h-red" and "reddi#h-yellow" in 2 cases. 
8 iS of other ¢olor ( blue 4 times) in 10 

Total cases of color-association with 8, 22 

1dhe relative frequency of the co:nnection of the color with 
the sound or with the appearance of letter or word has been 
carefully studied. Of course in the cases of merely mllsiaa 
asso¢iation -except in the few of color with the printed notes 

' One of the two records from students of Perkins Institute. 
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a. COLOR WHEN LER OR WORD I8 b.COLORSTIEN LE=ERORWORD T8 LGSINEDAS 

a° a X i° P l i°8 X $ o < A l !Es 

14 1 28 43 2 45 11 1 271 39 4 2 45 

lIn one of this year's records the music-color is thus described- c; I imagine a prismatic band #omewhere around the keys ( I can't decide whether it i8 over or under them)." 
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the color follows the sound; and probably this is also 
trne where merely the vowels or merely the consonants have 
color, siIlce the distinction here is one of sound, not of 
appearance. On the other hand, in cases of association with 
numerals (as distinguished from the names of the numbers), 
the color follows the appearaIlce. In the remainiIlg varie- 
ties, we find the associatioIl of color with souIld most 
frequent; so that the Ilame "colored-hearing" i8 partly 
justified. 

SUMRY . 

Counection of Color with Sound and with Appearance. 

To discover e2ractly the manner in which the color appears 
to a subject is very difficult. To some the color is so in- 
defiIlite that it is almost impossible for them to describe it; 
but to a larger number, the experience is so clear that they 
assume its universality and can hardly be prevailed upon to 
describe it in detail. " It was not recorded last year,' one 
subject says of her month-form, " because I did not realize 
that so simple an arrangement collld be a ' form."' Great 
care has, therefore, been e2rercised to make these results 
correct interpretations of actual e2rperieIlce. 

II1 the following sllmmary, columIl (a) includes cases i 
which the color appears as a background to letter or to word; 
(b) those in which each letter is colored ( as if printed in 
colored iIlk ); (c) those iIl which the letters are colored, but 

of one color; (d) that larger zber of iIlstances iIl which 

the color appears iIl more or less vague form- not that of the 
letters- either after or with word, music1 or letters: 
evidently this class contains all cases of musical color-asso- 
ciation. 



4u akEXlSE 

SUMRY VI 

Manner of Word-color. 

(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) Totel. Uns. Totel Cases. 

1 4 9 19 3 1 36 2 1 38 

The connection in cases of letter and word-association be- 
tween the coloring of words and that of their letters, is 
peculiarly baflling. It is impossible to reduce it to rule; 
often, in spite of definite associations of colorwith the letters, 
the word has a color different from that of any of the letters 
composing it. Very often such a wordt with independent 
color of its own, may be made to assume the color of its 
various letters by mentally fisating each of these; but this 
is ordinarily at the expense of any appreciation of the word 
as a whole. In the next sllTnrnary, numbers under (a) refer 
to ses in which the word follows the color of its initial 
letter; under (b) and (c) to those in which the color seems 
to be that of a predominating sowel or letter; under (d) to 
those in which each letter retains its color. The class of 
associations in which no connection is traced between letter 
and word-coloring is marked by (e). It will be observed 
that, iollowed closely by this class of the undetermined, the one 
in which word-coloring follows the initial is best filled. 
Since the word-colors of the same subJect may be deternlined 
atdifEerent times by diSerent principles, the same 'case'2 
may be recorded under more than one of the headings. These 
double records are indicated in the table by a (a)t which iS 

meant to suggest that few words of the subject belong to the 
given category. No cases are twice counted in the totals. 

SUMMARY VII. 
Connection of Word-color with Letter-color. 

(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) Total. No IFetterwcolor. Total. 

? ? ? 7 ? 
9[4] 6[23 4[2] 1[3] 8[53 1 27 11 1 38 

The value of our records, in explaining the phenomenon 
which they describe, must be admitted at the outset to be 
suggestive rather than demonstrative. Of possible theories 
there are, of aourse, two, which may be roughly characterized 
as the p#ychical acld the physiological. The first refers 
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pseudo-chromesthesia and mental forms to ordinary associa- 
tions, prohably of childhood. The second finds no explana- 
tion, except in an assumed cerebral peculiarity-an especially 
close connection between certain brain tracts, especially the 
visual and the auditory. This assumption of the e2cistence 
of apparently ine2cplicable brain peculiarities is, however, 
little more than a confession of ignorance; and the psychical 
theory will evidently be preferred, if it can be substantiated. 
But it is dif icult to draw positive conclusions from the asser- 
tion or from the denial by adult subjects of such possible 
explanations; for, on the one hand, it is entirely probable 
that many actual associations are forgotten, while conversely, 
it is possible that plausible e:xplanations are imagined and 
then assumed in good faith as the actual ones. It is at least 
certain, as the following table shows, that almost al1 color- 
associations and forms date back to childhood. 

SUMMARY VIIT. 
Beginning of Pseudo-chromesthesia and of Forms. 

IN CHILDROOD. LATER. 

TIMEFI BOTEI2 TOTAL UNV. TC°TASS 

t3urely. 5' 8urely. 9' 

Pseudochromesthesia 29 1 1 12 2 45 0 45 

Forms began 48 7 3 3 - 21 3 85 0 85 

In the case of pseudo-chromesthesia, the number of 
explanations actually offered are recorded ill 

SU1EMARY IX. 
Explanations of Pseudo-chromesthe#ia. 

E:2MP>NATION | 

TOTAL NO EXPLAN. UNV. TOTAL CASES 

Sure. ? 

Color with words (illeluding some 12 2 27 
letter and music-associations). 3 10 13 

Color wYith words only. 3 4 7 3 1 11 
Color with letters only. 1 1 1 2 
Color with music only. 3 3 2 5 

Totals. 9 15 24 18 3 45 

1 Doubtful. 
2 Part of the color-associations (or forms) in childhood; part later. 



This result is less significant than it appears to be. The 
greater number of explanations are, as is shown, doubtful or 
partial, including such as these: " When I was three years 
old, I had a playmate named E:thel, who had the loveliest blue 
eyes I have ever seen. She made such an impression upon 
me, khat now the word iE:thel seems almost a synonym for 
blue; " and this other: " ' Harry ' may be ' yellow ' because 
associated with an imaginary Harry, with yellow curls." 
Color-associations with music seem most easy to explain and 
are in great number accounted for through a sort of emotional 
middle term; the connected color and sound are those which 
are apt to occasion similar emotions. A typical instance oE 
this emotional connection between music and color is this 
one: " C:olor-hearing of musical sounds is due almost entirelr 
to emotion. When 1 hear that which produces a plea#urable 
emotion, I immediately prolong this by seeing tho#e colors 
which would produce the same emotion." "The tone of a 
violin," another says, " is very pleasurable, and blue is my 
color for my happiest moments." The explanation is still 
more detailed in the following quotation, which, however, 
suggests rather a deliberate connection: " A s one naturally 
translates a lovely thought of one language into nother, so 
the beauty of music was expressed in color.... I am 
naturally fond of red, nvhich forms the foundation of my 
musical association, intensified into black and etherealized 
into pink; mis:ed with blue, for the passionate purple, and 
bothered with yellow to make the sullen and bitter discord of 
vermilion." The exact figures are these:- 

SuxY X. 

Explanation of Musical Color-associations. 

NO EXPI^N. 

EMOT'L A8X'N. ORD'Y A88'N. BOTE. TOTAL RECZ UNV. TOT CA8E8 

Sure. s 

9 1 4 7 1 22 1 23 

It is significant, on the other hand, since color nvith letters 
(regarded as sounds) seems obviously a simplerand more 
primary sensational experience than color with words, that 
we have but one direct explanation, and that a doubtful one, 
of a letter-color. This is given by a person who connects e 
with yellow or red and e with green, and the suggestion is 
that the pronunciation, spelling and meaning of the words 
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UNCONNECTED WITH I 
CONSWECTED WITH WORDB. WORDS AND | 

LETTERS ARE TOTAL. UNV. CT°TAL 

hplained Unexplained 9 
words. words. Explained Unexplalned 

13 11 1 1 26 2 28 

The lack of uniformity already noticed in the color-associa- 
tions of different subjects with the same letters, implies, of 
course, the individual nature of the association and may 
point toward this same explanation of letter-colors through 
word-colors. The theory of Mr. Stevensl best suggests the 
possible connection between these colors and the childhood 
experience. lIe supposes that the color of each letter may 
be that of an object of whose Ilame this letter is the initial. 
It is undoubtedly true that to all children the familiar horse, 
dog or bird is the typical one. If the sound of the word 
"dog" first suggests to an imagiIlative child his father's 
Irish setter, then the sound may be closely connected with 
the color brown; when the letters are learned, d stands for 
dog and takes on the color of the " dog par excellence." It 
must be remarked that this theory, ingenious as it is, still 
accounts with difficulty for some of the phenomena, for 
instance, for the vivid colors, red, green and yellow of so 
rare a letter as q; or for the red, black and yellon1F of z. 

Definite explanation of forms, by identification with the 
shapes of familiar objects, occurs rarely in our records. 
Including even doubtful cases, only about twelve per cent. of 
our forms are explained. 

1 Pope Sci. Mo. March, 1892. 
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green, red and ye]low may be the cause of the color-associa- 
tion. Now, most instances of pseudo-chromesthesia include 
both letter-color and word-color, and in half of these the 
word-color is at least partly explained by some ordinary 
association. It is not unlikely, therefore, that the letter-color 
is often the secondary experience and that letters take their 
colors from representative words. The figures are these: 

SUMRY . 

Connection of Lstter-color with Word-color. 



SU:IK1WARY XII. 

Explanation of Forms. 

E2CPLANA1810N. 

TOTAL. NO EXPLANATION. UNY. TOTAL CASES. 

8ure. 21 

Month-forms. 6 6 11 57 5 73 
Number-forms. 7 4 11 49 7 67 
Day-forms. 1 2 3 44 3 50 
Century-forms. 1 1 10 12 

16 11 26 160 16 202 

Yet most of these e2rplanations seem more obvious and 
satisfactory than those offered in cases of pseudo-chromes- 
thesia. The following, for instance, has an interesting 
history: 

The subject says: "I cannot e2rplain the origin of the 
almost straight lines between 12 and 20, but the curves came 
from the fact that I learned to tell time before I learned to 
count, and when I did learn, everything reverted to the 
picture of that old clock." 

It is evident, however, that if the psychical theory were 
supported merely by the fact of these remembered associations, 
it collld claim little value. But the natural childhood associ- 
ations which it hypothesizes may certainly have e2risted, 
though they are now forgotten. A n observation of the forms 
themselves shows that they are chieily those of ordinary ob- 
jects, always frequent and sometimes prominent in the child's 
environment. The classification is the following: 

1 Doubtful. 
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SUMMARY XIII. 
Nature of Number-forms. 

BROKXN LINB;S. CURVGD LINES. 

STRAIG:3:T LINES. TOTAL REC. UNRZCW TOT^. 

Simple. Comple:x:. 8imple. Gompler. 

17 15 16 7 5 60 7 67 

Of Month, Day and (:entury-forms. 

STRAIGHTLIXE8. CIR¢U>R. RE¢TANGEULAR. 

TOTO RXC. UNREC. TOTAL 

25tr&ight Broken Circles Curv Squares Rectgngles 

fox m. 7 3 23 22 7 6 68 5 73 

form. 21 7 1 8 -- 10 47 3 50 

C>fnOXry- 4 3 2 1 1 11 t 12 

. . 

Total. 32 13 24 32 8 17 12f; 9 | 135 

A c,lassification of the points atwhich number-forms bend 
also bears on this probable e:xplanation by showing that 
three-fourths of these turns are at numbers which are promi- 
nent in early arithmetical esercises and in ordinary usage. 

SUMMARY XIV. 
Turns of Number-forms. 

lFor e2ramples of these forms, Gf. Figs. 1, 2, 4, Plate I. 
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At 5 and its multiples, 
At 10, and at 10 and multiples, 
At 12; 8 and 12; and 10 (and 10 with multiples), 
At 20; 20 and multiples of 10, 
At 100 and multiples, 
Combinations of these forms, 
Turns at each number, 
Irregular turns, 

Total, 
No turns, 
Total recorded 
Unrecorded, 

Total, 

17 
8 
5 
1 

5 
1 

8 

_3 
59 

9 
68 



Among the eight ander the head "irregular turus," occur 
some so peculiar in form as to defy all identification with 
childhood objects, yet even these include many bends at 
the familiar lO2s and 12's; and it is not unlikely that turns at 
such numbers as 6, 8, 15, 19 and 27 might be e:xplained by 
some fact of great importance to the childish mind, by the 
consuming admiration for a playmate who is eight years old, 
or by the impressive death of some one at twenty-seven. 1 

The argument from utility, 2 which treats the cv form 2 ' as a 
survival of a useful device, may finally be emphasized in 
support of the psychical theory. The visualization of 
numerals or of word-series may be an important aid to mem- 
ory, especially in a childis first struggle with numbers. Acci- 
dental associations of this sort may then be perpetuated be- 
cause of their helpfulness. This genesis of forms is explicitly 
recognized by one subject, who saysr " the other forms have 
arisen simply from the ways that I have used to remember. " 
There are many more emphatic assertions of the usefulness 
of forms. " I cannot realize, " one man writes, ' 4 how any one 
can dispense with something of the kind. It seems to me 
that without this form, numbers would have no meaning, and 
a person would be entirely lost in considering them. 2 ' ' 4 In the 
study of history," a student says, " I alnvays associate events 
or men with the century which stands in such a place on the 
form. For instance, Queen Elizabeth reigned in the middle 
of the fifteenth century, which stands thus 8 - /20 22 

,> 12 
"When I add numbers," writes another, "I invariably 

think of my form, e. 9., if I add 5 to 27 . . . I feel as if I 
passed on a step. When I multiply, I feel as if I jumped, 
as it were, from one place to another, e. g. 6X9 is a long 
jump compared with 3X6." ]3ven the musical memory may 
be aided. "If I hear all opera," one subject says " t can 
come home and almost play it by colors; I know svhat chords 
make a certain combination of colors." 

The rare occurrence of distinct alphabet-forms may be es- 
plained on this principle as due to the fact that " the child 
needs no mnemonic system by which to learn the letters. 
IIe already sees theTn before him on blocks or in picture- 
books. ZIoreover, the alphabetic sequence is not so impor- 
tant as the numerical sequence."3 

Some such irregular forms are shown in Figs. 5 and 6, Plate I 
zCf. G. W. T. Patrick, Pop. Scz. Mo. Feb 1893 
3 Estract from an essay by Blanche L. Ciay. 
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The following table shows the relative number of those that 
are sure that they have been helped by the possession of 
forms: 

SUMMARY XV. 

Utility of Forms. 

UTILITr. NO UTILITY. 

UN. TOTO CA8s8. 

Surs. ? tOt Bure. ? 

Usefulnss of month, day and cen- 
turs-iorms, in remembering dates 27 4 31 39 5 3 78 
alld appointment. 

UsefulDess of number-forms both in 
remembering dates, etc.,2 and in 29 5 34 21 5 7 67 
mathematical operations. 

The number refers to subjects, not to diiTerent forms. 
2 In the cases in which number-forms are used as year-fornB or 

as day-of-the-month-forms. 
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Whether or not one admits, as I have been arguing, that 
the forms which correspond with familiar shapes and those 
wvhich are of acknowledged use to the possessor, as well as 
those which admit of definite e2rplanation, are likely to be 
due to psychical associations, it is yet worth while to ob- 
serve that all these forms may be classified under one at 
least, of these cla^ses, while most belong to more than one. 

The helpfulness of pseudo-chromesthesia is less obvious, 
yet it is reported in about one-fourth our cases. " Colors do 
not look right," one subject writes, " unless a word is spelled 
right. For instance, I spelled permanent, the other day, with 
two a's, and it did not look pale enough.'2 Another is helped 
in writing rhymes, and a third in committing music to 
memory. 

The pleasurableness of the experience also is very general, 
and may be a reason for its perpetuation. In several in- 
stances, already quoted, the favorite color has been definitely 
recognized as the basis of all the color-associations. The 
positive pleasure of this color-experience is naturally greater, 
as appears from the last part of the following table, than that 
derived from the usually simple and pre-eminently useful 
" forms. " 



SU191MARY XVI. 

Psychical Value of Pseudo-chromesthesia. 

YES. NO. 
BOTE 

NEITHER DIFF!T TOTAL U. TOT« 
TIMES 

Sure ? Total Sure ? 
_ . _ R 

1. The 5UbhJe1Ct'd memOrF {8 10 3 13 30 1 44 1 45 

2. The BUbJeCt iS fOnd °! 13 8 21 12 2 8 43 2 45 

3. The BUbJeCt nNdS P1ea8* 
Ure In the e;KPerienGe. 

(a). 0! thpseNdO-ChrOmeS 14 11 25 1 13 4 43 2 45 

(b). Of fOrm8. 24 9 33 1 5 46 85 85 

The diminution of both phenomena is slighter in our sub- 
jects than ifi usually supposed, perhaps because o£ their 
comparative youth; it suggests the effect of lack of attention 
when the experience has become monotonous and has outlived 
its usefulness. 

SUM:MARY XVII. 

Relative Increase and Decrease 

INCRE. DECR>8E. 

BOTE. NEITSER ? TOTAL U. TOTAL. 

SUre. ? SUre. ? 

- - - 

Of pseudo chromesthesia 4 2 9 3 18 7 43 2 45 

Of forms. 14 5 6 6 1 39 14 86 85 

The hereditary tendency of colored-hearing and of forms 
illdicates, of course, the importance of the accompanying 
cerebral changes. Including doubtfulones, the number of 
negative cases is probably far too high, 1 since in many cases 
one person has answered for an entire family, while, in 
almost all, there has been no opportunity for careful investi- 
gation. 

1 The cases under " No ? " are merely those in which the subject 
has no knowledge that members of his family have forms, etc. 
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SUMMARY XVIII. 

Hereditary Tendency. 

Do members of a family have 

a. PSSUDO-CEROMGBTHSSIA9 b. FORMS? 

M M 
YES. NO. <l YES. NO. 3 

ANSWERS. ; . ^ X P < 

Sure t Sure ? E- p E1 Sure ? 8ure P Ez P Ez 

_ _ I _ _ 

1. Of BUbjeCtS With 2 9 10 21 1 22 0 8 1' 20 1 21 

2. Of SUbJeCn1YW1th 5 14 42 61 1 62 24 24 6 7 61 61 

&. Of BUb;hOtS W1th 5 1 4 13 23 23 7 4 1' 24 24 

The remaining tables embody the answers to questions of 
less importance, yet of a certain interest. It is not surprising 
to find that nearly all our subjects are good visualizers, but 
it is more remarkable that nearly all of them draw or paint. 2 

SUM][ARY XIX. 
Colors with Odors, Tastes and Touches. Visual Imagination.3 

YES. I I < YSS. NO. DX 

Sure 9 OZ | E | P E | SUre ? SUre ? F F b 

_ . 

SUW;eCtS With 1 17 18 3 21 11 7 1 19 2 21 

SUbJeCtS With 1 2 68 61 61 52 5 3 1 61 61 

SUbjeCtS With bOth. 1 3 20 24 24 23 1 24 24 

1 C olor-association with odors. 
2This question was asked by MM. Beaunis and Binet of their sub- 

jects. Cf. Revue Philosophique, April, 1892. 
3 See note 3 on page 454. 
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SUMMAR1L XIX. (:lontinwzed. 

Drawing or Painting.3 Dramatization.4 

i i 
YE8. . < YES. NO. ^l 

Sure. Alittle. z; P° p E., Sure ? Sure ? E P i 

pseudochro, only. 6 4 10|19 2 |21 

#ubjeets srith 1B 11 34 B1 61 7 4 72 1 84 1 85 

SubJects rith both. 7 11 6 24 24 l 

Under the head " Dramatization " are included some 
simple cases in which, for instance, certain numbers or days 
areessentially disagreeable or "sharp and keen." There 
are, besides, more elaborate personifications, likB the follow 
ing:- 

" T's are generally crabbed, ungenerous creatures. U is a 
soulless sort of thing. 4 i8 honest, but mathematically 
angular and ungraceful. 3 I cannot trust, though it is 
fairly gbod-looking in personal appearance. 1 i8 dark in 
complexion. 9 is dark, a gentleman, tall and graceful, but 
politic under his euavity." 

4' For numbers, I entertain eilher a like or a dislike; for 
instance, 11, 13 and 17 are especially disliked, I suppose 
because they are prime. My feeling for 11 is almost 0I1B of 
pity." 

" The letters are very individual, for instance, B; seems 
like a young woman, a friend of L, which seems like a 
daughter to M. N seems to be a sort of maiden aunt, sister 
to M. O is a young man connected with M as a nephew. 
He aonnects M and N with P, an older friend of his. Q is 
odd and stands by himself as rather an eccentric middle-aged 
man. R is like a maiden lady, an advisory friend of S, a 
young, handsome girl. T is the devoted admirer of S." 

To one person, written capital letters have different es 
pressions according as they are made in differexlt ways, for 

3 In the investigation of forms, both these questions were divided 
with the following result: One-fourth of those with good nsuai 
imagination of form do not strongly >7isualize color; and about 
one-ninth of those who draw do not also paint. 

4 I am inclined to think that this summary o>7er-states the nega- 
tive, for those who answered the question in writing may haare 
misunderstood it. The question was not asked of subjects of 
pseudo - chromesthesia. 
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example, one style of writtenSis "honest and well-intentioned, 
but dictatorial and overbearing," while, written in another 
fashion, I is " a crabbed old miser." The subject adds: 
" This feeling is so strong that at times, when I have wished 
to produce a certain impression by a certain sentence, I have 
noticed that the capital letter at the beginning looked so at 
variance with the tone of the sentence that I erased it and 
made it in a different way, in order to keep the harmony." 

The results of this paper, so far as they are not merely a 
sllmmary of statistical observation, may be briefly sum- 
marized: We have no direct proof for the psychical theory 
of forms or of pseudo-chromesthesia. An examination of the 
differentforms shows us, however, that most of them may be 
plausibly explained by the hypothesis of forgotten childhood- 
associations; and this probability is increased by the fact 
that such associations would be useful in lea1rning the number 
series and in remembering dates. 

Musical color-hearing and some name-associations are 
explained in the same way. Color with theletters may also be 
accounted for by arbitrary and forgotten childhood-associa- 
tions; but it is possible that the explanation in this case is 
primarily a cerebral one. In general, however, such color- 
associations are either useful or pleasant, so that, even if 
their occasion be cerebral, their continuance, both in tlhe 
individual and in the family, is largely due to attention and 
to cultivation. 1 

APPENDIX. 
The descriptions, which follow, of 6pecia1 ca6es are extracts 

(e2rcept the final one) from essays by different students. The 
last two are records of self-observation; the others embody 
the results of per60nal investigation. 

PESUDO- CHROMESTHESIA. 

CASE A. 
Miss A. is a girl about nineteen years old, who says that she has 

had this experience ever since she can remember, but that it has 
never occurred to her as anything unusual. She sees the color only 
when she hears the letter or word, that is, when someone else speaks 
it; when reading, unless she stops to say the word to herself, she has 
no impression of color. 

The phenomenon manifests itself with her, especially with the 
letters, both vowels and consonants, and with words only in so far 
as the initial letter throws the color over the rest. For example, 
as a is blue, Alice is blue, and because 8 iS yellow, Sunday is yellow. 
The same rule holds good of flgures; 2348 would be red, because 2 

1I am indebted for many suggestions in the collection of statistics 
and in the discussion of theories to my friend and former student, 
Miss Helena M. Corey. 
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;8 red. There are, however, some exceptions. When there are two 
consonants at the beginning of a word their colors frequently 
blend, producing a color which is a combination of the two, for 
instance, in the wordThursday, the color is a red-brown a com- 
bination from t which is red, and h which is brown. ioreover, 
there is a strange e2rception in the name Monday, which appears 
blue, while m is a decided red. Miss A. says that she cannot account 
for this, unless the association of blue with Monday in " blue Mon- 
day " replaced the original color red, and became more firmly fised 
in her mind than the color produced by m, the initial letter. 

There seems to be no especial arrangement of the letters accord- 
ing to color, although the same color is often repeated in the course 
of the alphabet. For ex:ample, d j, n are all brown, whereasf, k, w 
are steel-gray. Each letter has a Qlistinct color of its own, apoarently 
without reference to form or sound. But it sometimes happens 
that letters with somewhat the same form have the same color, for 
instance, both o and c are white, and the figure sero is white also 
while the figllre 1 and the letter t are both black, but 3 and 6 are 
black al8O, and they differ 80 totally in form that the rule will not 
hold good in their case. 

To illustrate further that the sound of the letter has no influence, 
I asked Miss A. about the color# of " ought " and 4' aught," and she 
said that " ought " i8 white while " aught " i# blue, following the 
rule of the initial letter. 

The colors corresponding with the letter8 and numerals are as 
follows:- 

a, b} and 8, blue. 
e, q4, 9 and x, tan or dark ecru. 
^, h, p, 1, 3, 6, black. 
0 c, 0 10, white. 
d, j, n, 9, brown. 
f, k} w, 11, steel-gray. 
a, r, z, steel-blue. 
m, t, 2, 5, red. 
q, , v, y, 4, 7, yellow. 

Most of the colors, it will be observed, are of the softer, more 
sombre hues. Some of them, however, are more distinct than 
others, for e2rample, the red, blue and black, of which the red is by 
far the most vivid apart from its being the brightest color. 

But the more subdued colors, especially those in the ecru shades 
are almost indescribable. They are so vague and indeflnite that li 
is hard to give them any name. 

Miss A. does not usually see the letters or words themselves col- 
ored; she has merely a vaguely outlined image in the characteristic 
color, when the word is spoken, for instance, with the word " other," 
she #ees a #ort of " streak " of white. But the very vivid colors 
affect the letters them#elves, for e2rample, m and t always seem red 
to her. 

The subject has no explanation to ofTer. She thinks, however, 
that her colored-hearing cannot be the result of early association, 
because the colors have been produced only gradually, and have 
increased with time instead of fading, as might more naturally be 
the case if this were a mere childhood-association. 

MARY L. SMITH. 

CASE B. 
WIiss B. is also about nineteen years old. She has had colored- 

hearing ever since she was a childX long before she could either 
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read or write. With her, however, colors were first assocXated with names and only later, since she has thought about the matter, has she as#ociated color# with the letter# of the alphabet. B.'# mother first noticed the peculiarity when #he was a#ked to #ugge#t name# for the marble# with whici the child wa# playing. CFhe mother proposed names, but B. rejected mo#t o e them a# unsuitable, because, she said, they were not of the same color as the marble#. This incidentimpre#sed the mother a# very curious, for #he doe# not know that any other# of the family have colored-hearing. She had never, however, spoken of it particularly until B., who did not remember the e:x:perience, began talking about colored-hearing, a few week# ago. 
Mi#8 B.'s colors? for the leUers, are the#e:- 

a, blue. 
e, yellow. 
i, dark red. 
oX light gray. 
, scarlet. 

b, black. p, dark blue. cJ yellow. q, dark red. d, dark red. r, brown. f, yeNoBh-bro. 8, dark blue, almost black. g brown. , still darker bllle. h, cream. v, dark navy-blue. i, bronvn. w, red. %, dark blue. , green. 1, red. y, cream-color. m, brown. z, dark} almost black. n, deeper brown. 
MiBB B. sees color# with all letters and wvith almost all words, bllt the asBociation iB most marked with proper names The followingg are her " month-colors ":- 

Janugry, red. July, deeper red. Febregy straw-color August, sMy-bllle. March, biue. September, brownish-yellow. April, purple. October, light yellow. May, gray. November, blulsh-gray. June, rea. December, reddish-brown. The word may be spoken or written; but the color does not always appear with an imagined word. No other sounds of the human voice or of musical instrllment# ever #uggest color. There seem# to be no rule #uch as that of the initial better, for the as#o- ciation of color# wiih word#, but each separate word and letter has its distinct color, and if the colors seem to be duplicated there i8 a decided difference in the #hade. For in#tance, Sarah and Stella which have the same initial letter, are totally diferent in color, the former a bright blue, and the latter corn-color. Harry, which ha# almo#t the #ame #ound and in great degree the #ame letter# as Came, i# dark red, while Carrie i# a very dark blue, almo#t black Tf we compare the#e with the colors of the letter# we still get no explanation of the coloring. M;RY L. SMITE. 
aAsE a. 

Mi## O.'# colors for vowel# are a# follow#: 
cr, dull gray. 
i, nearly black very dark green. O neary colorie##. 
e, dull red. 
u, dark bottle-green. 
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Her color# for consonant# are the#e: 

b, brown. q, dark green. 
c, vivid lemon-yellow, the r, deep brown 

brightest letter of all. 8, whlte with brown spots; (in 
d, dark brown. combination) pink. 
f, ruddy brown. t, bright green, a very clear color. 
g, purple. v, fawn-color. 
h, greenish-yellow. w, heliotrope. 
j and k, no color. x, black. 
1, dull gray. y, mi2rture of lavender and blue 
m, brown, e#pecially di#tinct. Dutch-blue. 
n, nut-brown. z, yellowish-drab. 
Pt lead-color (tint of purple). 

Tt i8 noticeable that many of Mi## C.'# colors are of a dark shade 
#he says that the colors were much more di#tinct in childhood ana 
it i8 possible that they have lost something of their original bright- 
ness. Upon being asked whether the impression of color comes 
when the word i8 merely heard, or when read and imagined, Miss 
a. replied that it comes when imagined and when heard, never 
when the printed page in black and white iB before her, unless she 
stops to imagine the word or letter. The black and white seem to 
di#pel the colors. The colored spoken letters do not seem quite BO 
di#tinct as those which she imagine8. No other #ounds than those 
of letters and of words produce any color, and the quality of the 
voice does not make the slightest difference in the colors mrhich 
are the #ame in connection with all voice#. Her own mooas have 
no effect on the colors. 

The separate letters of a word are all themselves colored and on 
a rather dark backgrouJad. In most cases the color comes from the 
fir#t letter, but very often the word i8 shaded; this eSect does not 
usually come from combination, but each letter i# seen as a separate 
one, in it# own color. These #tatement# have been verified. The 
word " Carrie " appear# to Mi## a. a bright yellow, influenced no 
doubt by the c, which is lemon. 'XHarry " i# greeni#h-yellow, the 
exact shade of h. Here the #imilar #ound of the word# (irre#pective 
of the initial letter#) #eem# to have no influence. "Helen" i8 
dark green influenced by h and perhap# #omewhat by 1, a dull gray; 
this #eems iike a combination of the two color#. " Stella " i# one 
of the few #haded word#, a very delicate pink, #hading illto a dull 
green. I am #ure that thi# comes from the combination, for 8 
(white with brown #pot#, when isolated) i# invariably a very dull or 
delicate pink when with other letter#; e i# a bright green, and in 
combination with I and a, dull gray, would very likely give dull 
green. 

The #ubject occa#ionally find# that in trying to think of a word 
the fla#h of color come# ju#t before the worK, though? until que#- 
tioned #he had never thought of the significance of thl# e2rperience 
as an aid to the memory. The#e flashest. however, occur very 
#eldom. The word-color ha# exi#ted ever #lnce #he can remember; 
in childhood, it wa# often a source of amu#ement and she never 
doubted that other people as#ociated colors with word# and letter#. 
She is the only one in her immediate family who ha# colored-hear- 
ing; until her attention wa# called this #oring to the peculiarity 
she had never mentioned it at home, and her family were muci 
surpri#ed at her experience. 

Mi## C. can offer no theory of colored-hearing, but the fact 
of having learned one'# letter# from blocks i# not a #ati#factory 



explanation, since it would account for only a few colors, which 
should then be often repeated with the different letters. 

AG#NES M. SHAW. 
CASB D. 

The subject is a girl about nineteen years oldt who has always been 
in the habit of seeing colors in connection wlth all letters of the 
alphabet, including Greek letters, with words made up of these 
letters and with figures. The complete list of the associations 
follows:- 
a, light brown. 1, blue-black. 
e, reddish-yellow. 7n, brown. 
i, black. n, grav. 
0 white. p, aari blue. 
u, cloudy white. q, blue-black 
b, dark brown. r, grayish-white. 
c white. 8, reddish-yellow. 
ci, dar}r blue. t, blue. 
f, brown (F gray). v, dirty white. 
, dark blue. w, brown. 
h, brown. x, red. 
j, black. y, grayish-white. 
k, light blue. z, red. 

The words and consonants seem to be about alike in clearnes#, but 
the capital letters, besides being larger, are more distinct and 
appear brighter and more conspicuous than the others; sometimes 
they even assume different colors or shades, as in the case of small 
f, which is brown, while capital F is gray, or, as in the case of small 
q and capital Q, which are different #hades of blue. There is also a 
marked difference in shade between written and printed letters, 80 
that / 1, S°and L have different shades. Miss D. thinks that the 
distinction is due to their difference in shape. 

There seems, however, to be no difference in shade, according as 
the letters are spoken or wvritten. If a word is spoken quickly, it 
immediately assumes the color of the initial letter, but if the word 
is imaginedt or slowly repeated or read, then not only the initial 
lettert but all the letters assume colors, 80 that a printed page seems 
to be llluminated; the letters are not on a colored background, but 
each stands out for itself in its own individual color. (Therefore 
if, in an illuminated te2rt, letters thought of by the subject as, per- 
haps, brown and white, are made, for instance, red alld black, they 
do not appear natural, and must either be re-colored or be printed 
in ordinary form to suit her taste.) 

The subject has no explanation or theory of her colored hearing. 
The experience is not hereditary and is not connected in any way 
with childi8h associations of which she is conscious. 03he does 
not think that the colors can be closely connected with the sounds 
of the letters, for two letters sounding precisely alike are repre- 
sented by very diSerent colors, and two words pronounced alike, but 
spelled differently (as aught and ought or axr and heir), appear very 
di8similar when seen in colors. She thinks the color more likely 
to be associated with the form of the letters; yet one can detect 
no similarity of form in a, b and m, which are shades of brown- or 
in d, k, and p, which assume the various shades of blue.t 

b 'tThere is, how(bler) such similarity between b, f, h or betmreen m and w (brosrn); and 
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Miss D. has a use for her colored hearing. She says that the practice of associating colors with letters aids her greatly in correct spelling and in committing words to memory. 
MARY R. EASTMAN. 

CASE E. 
The subject is eleven years old and has had colored hearing ever since she can remember. All the letters of the alphabet, the names of days of the week and of months of the year, numbers and many Christian names, but no common names, are colored. The letters, either separately or occurring in words, are not themselves colored and the image of the color i# vague in form. Both sound and sight, but the sound more clearly, suggest color. 
The list of letters with their colors is this:-- 

a, black. 
e, grayishbwhite. 
i, gray. 
o white (more of gray). 
u, gray. 

b, blue. 
c, black. 
d, blue (alittle different from b). f, dark red or black, 
, grayish-black. 
h, blue. 
j, bluish-black (more black). 
k, red. 
a, fast black. 
m, a blue-and-red. 
n, a blue-and-red. 
The colors of names of days are: 

Sunday, black. 
Monday, reddish-brown. 
lMesday blue. 
Wednesaay, whitish-gray. 
The month-colors are:- 

January, grayish-white. 
February, reddish-brown. 
March, black. 
April, dark brown. 
May, pink. 
June, pinkish. 
The colors with numbers are: 
O, grayish. 
1, gray. 
2, brown 
3, very dark blue. 
4, light. 
5, reddish-brown. 
6, black. 
7, brownish. 
8, blue. 
9, black. 
10, reddish-brown 
11, gray-white. 

p, red. 
q, gray. 
r, reddish-browrl. 
8 bluish-black. 
t, brown. 
v, gray, 
w, reddi#h. 
, black. 
y, brown. 
z, black. 

Thursday;, whitish-gray. 
Friday, b ue. 
Saturday, whitish-gray. 

July, black. 
August, grayish-white. 
September, reddish-brown. 
October, dark blue. 
November, dull brown. 
Degember, blackish. 

12, gray-white. 
13, dark-blue. 
14, yellowish. 
15, reddish-brown. 
16, black. 
Etc. 

21, brown and gray (with colors 
distinct). 

Etc. 
30) dark blue (but lighter than 

3). 
Etc. 
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It will be observed that O by itself is gray, but, occu2*ring with the 
other numbers, UBiteB with the color of the accompanying nnnaber, 
making it lighter. 

My subject paints well in water-colors, and is a fairly good 
visualizer. I have tried her several times, une2rpectedly always, 
and she has invariably gieren the same color for the same sound, 
though the colors are often difflcult to describe. They are fre- 
quently modifled shades or a misture of several colors. Indeed, in 
almost all cases of colored-hearing, it seems to be impossible for 
the subject to indicate the exact shade which a gieren sound brings 
to her mind. The color is, for instance, reddish-brown or gray- 
ish white more often than it is clear red, brown, gray or white. 
If the colors, as she describes them, are put upon paper, they never 
quite sati8fy her. 

My subject can not account for the phenomena of colored-hearing 
in her own case. She says that she "feels queer" if the colors do 
not come as soon as she hears the words corresponding with them. 
I can not myself determine any rule which governs her color- 
associations. The initial letter does not often color the whole 
word: Wednesday is notthe color of W, nor Oscar of 0. Neither 
do the vowels give coloring to the word, and the word# do not 
6eem to be the result of the mising of the various colors of its com- 
ponent letters. But rhyming words, for instance, Harry and Carrie, 
frequently, though not not always, suggest the same color, indicat- 
ing again that the color is directly connected with the sound. 

BLANCHE L. CLAY. 
NUMBER- FORMS. 

CNASE F. 
(The illustration which accompanies this descriptionl is from a 

stereoscopic photograph of a twelve-foot wire, bent by the subject 
into the characteristic form. The various rests and cords which 
complicate the picture were necessary to hold the wire in place. 
The form iB represented by the heavy line. The accompanying 
de8cription is written, as appearsZ by the subject herself.) 

I have had my number-form slnce early childhood. I can not 
remember when it began, neither can I remember when and how I 
learned to count. I have a dim recollection of being set to learn 
the addition table and of making use of the form, which was even 
then in existence. It occupies a subordinate place in consciousness 
and, though always present when the subject of thought has to do 
with figures, it may not be distinctly imaged. For instance, I always 
make use of my number-form in solving aproblem because it helps 
me, but my mind is closely occupied with the probiem and is only 
dimly conscious of the form. 

The numbers, which run in a general north and south direction 
are not all in the same plane and my position with respect to them 
frequently changes. I usualiy seem to stand just outside the line 
of numbers, and near, but never on the number most prominent in 
my mind at the time. I feel much more at home among the numbers 
about 20 than in any other place on the form. Generally speaking 
the plane of the number rises from 1 upwards, but there are many 
small ups and downs in the line. From 1 to 6 the course is down- 
ward; at 6 comes a sharp and upward tllrn; 8 iB lower than 6 and 7 
and is in a corner. From 8 to 12 the course is upward, with a bend 
atlO. At 12 comes another sharp turn; from 12 to 19 the line 
descends, making a sudden descent at 16, and a steep ascent at 19. 

Fi,g. 1, Plate II. 
3 
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The line bellds slightly at every number between lB and 19; 18 i8 

sunk do in a corner, a littlelike 8. 20 i8 higher than 19, and at 

20 come# another bend. 21 i# on a level with 20. The numbers 21- 

29, 31-39, 41-49, et¢., follow the same order as those from 1 to 9. 30 

is higher than 20, and may be seen from the latter number since 

the intervening numbers are in a lower plane. 40 i8 lower tian 30, 

and is at its right. 50 is higher than 40, and 60 is higher than 50 

but lower than 30, which is the highest number in the line. Boti 

50 and 60 are to the right of 30. At 60 there is a turn to the left. 

70 is lower than 60, and 80 is lower than 70. At 80 there is a south- 

ward bend. 90 is as high as 60, and is situated in a bend in the line. 

100 which occurs in another bend, stands east of 90, and i8 almost 

as iigh as 30. 
Outside the form on all sides is darkness; the line itself grows 

dusky at 70, and beyond 100 there is total darkness, e2rcept when 

that part of the line is directly fi2rated. The numbers between 100 

and 200 run in the same order as those between 1 and 100. This is 

true also of the numbers between 200 and 300, 300 and 400, etc. The 

numbers 100, 200, etc., up to 1000, that is, the even hundreds, follow 

the same order as the numbers between 1 and 10. The same is true 

of the even thousands. 1,200 and 12 000, 1,500 and t5,000, are like 12 

and 15 rsspectively. The numbers ietween 1,000 and 2,000 follow 

the same order as the numbers between 1 and 1,000, etc. Beyond 

the thousands the form grow8 dim and disappears. F>om 1 to 10, 

and from 20 upward, the numbers seem more or less in shadow, 

when not distinctly imagined, but between 10 and 20 there always 

seems to be a bright light. These latter numbers occupy a larger 

place than any other system of tens in the line, although the num- 

bers between 1 and 10 are rather spread out. The 2'8 in the 20'8 

and the 3'8 in the 30'8, etc., help to fill up space and make the 

numbers seem more crowded together. In still higher numbers 

the hundreds and thousands take the attention to some degree 

from the figures in the units' and tens' places; thus in 178, I think 

of the 100 as much as of the 78. The 100 does not occupy the mind 

enough to get placed in any form but it prevents my giving 

78 its place in the line as quickly anzl as vividly as I should if it 

stood by itself, without the 100. 
From one number in the form I can often see others at a distance. 

From 1 I can dimly see 10, and from 10 I can plainly see 20, 16, and 

a few others in the vicinity of 15; 13 is partially hidden from 10 by 

12. From 12, which stands almost as high as 30, I can indistinctly 

see the latter number and 40, though many of the intervening 

numbers are hidden from view. From 30 I can look across to 90 

and 100, and even beyond. 
Each number in the 'teens seems to occupy a comparatively large 

place in the form, which curves in passing from one number to the 

nest. This is partially true of the numbers between l and l0. The 

order in the 'teens i8 unlike that in any other part of the form, 

e2rcept when the 'teens recur, as in tl3, 213, etc. All the numbers 

seem to be printed, and lying down on a dim background. 
I associate character and sometimes ses, generally female, with 

numbers. 1, 2, 4, 7 and 8 are reliable, quiet, well-disposed, but not 

brilliant numbers. 3 is a sharp, shrewd, noisy and disagreeable 

number, always making as mu¢h trouble as possible. 5 is sprightly 

and merry, happy, and a number to be petted. 9 is dlgnifled, 

though a little like 3. l0 is well-disposed and dignifled. ll is 

rather disagreeable, but not troublesome. 12 is a dignified, pro- 

tectingnumber, capable of ruling all the lower numbers1 even 3, 

and always treated with respect by the larger numbers. For 13 I 



always have a great antipathy. It has all the disagreeable qualities 
of 3 added to a perttless atld aggressiveness which make it repug- 
nant to all the other numbers, with which it seems never to 
associate. I never wanted to be 13 years old. 14 is like 4. 15 
although like 5 always seems strange, irregular, and out of place 
in the system. I frequently forget it in counting. I feel as if I had 
to go out of my waqr to bring it into the form at all. It seems 
entirely unmanageable. I always feel a great respect for 16. All 
these numbers are dignified and well-disposed, not brilliant. 18, 
however, is more important and occupies a larger space than 20. 

The numbers in historical dates I think of in a way different from 
that in which I think of those in the ordinary number-form. The 
numbers which represent the century in which an event occurs are 
quite prominent in early dates e. g., in the date 1020, I think 
scarcely at all of the 20, but the 10 seems to occupy the place 
occupied by 10 in the ordinary number-form; I do not think of it as 
1000, or even as 10,00, but simply as 10. If I think of the date some- 
time, or in connection with other dates in the same century my 
attention becomes fixed on the last two numbers, which take Aheir 
ordinary places. The nearer the date approaches the present, the 
more I think of the last two numbers. The numbers in centllries 
previous to ours seem to occupy a smaller space than the corre- 
sponding numbers in our own century. 1867 seems comparatively 
near. 1767 doesnot occupy a space analogous to 1867, but seems 
to occupy one analogous to 1857, etc. I never think of historical 
dates in connection with 1000. It is never 1,867, but 18267. 

BLANCHE L. CLAY. 

CASE G. 
The bent' wire is as good a material representation as I can give 

of the fact that successivs numbers from 1 upward to 100 have a 
space relation to each other, such that if I consider the succession 
as a whole, I am conscious of mentally glancing along an even but 
more or less abruptly turning path, tending upwards at about 45°, 
but growing steeper among the upper numbers. In this glance 
over the whole series I locate myself more or less definitely in two 
positions: at a point about half way between 0 and the point on the 
base directly beneath the 302 for the early numbers, but for those 
above 25, at a point in the vlcinity of 20 (a little in front of the 
place for 20, as seen in the cut); nevertheless, I reserve the right, 
as it were, to take other positions, for I find that I often consider 
limited portions, e. g., 70-80, from a nearer point of view. From 50 
upwards the form is not as definite as below, and between 50 and 
75 it is not. as definite as from 76 to 100. In counting beyond 100 a 
mental tally is kept of the hundreds, and the fractions are repeated 
along the form; the " mental tally of thehundreds " is quite closely 
associated with the printed figures 200, 300, and so on for higher 
numbers. 

Multiples of 10 are naturally the most prominent positions 
along the form, and in a rough way the straight lengths between 
the bends include ten units, though at 30 there is hardly a percepti- 
ble turn, and the e2cact turning points are not at 10, 20, et¢., but at 
12, between 18 and 20, and between 40 and 42, thus suggesting an 
associationwith multiples of 6. Above 50 though not as defini$e, 
the turning points are at 60 70, etc. The Xength also of the upper 
decades, as if foreshortenezI and distan4 are less than of the lower. 

1 Fig. 2, Plate II., from a stereoscopic photograph. 
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[Ovingto the position of the form relative to the camera, the 
bend at 19 does not appear as distinct as it is. The line from 20 to 
40 is in a vertical plane neazly parallel to the vertical plane through 
the line 0 to 12. ] 

I can not explain the form from any associations of drawings 
picturest things or incidents. It may, however, have resulted 
unconsclously from many such early associations. 

While the form gives position to numbers, it does not have much 
to do with processes of treating numbers, except, perhaps, for 
adding, in which operation I follow the increasing sum along the 
form. 4 X 6, however, does not mean that I shall take four lengths 
of five units each and measuring them off on the form, reach 20. 
4 X 5, 3 X 10, etc., are mental relations whose equivalents, 20, 30 
etc., are located on the form. Moreover, in written work uth 
figures very little reference is made to the form. 

Other relations have forms in my mind: as dates? not at all con- 
nected with the number form, months of the year, days of the 
week; and as a rule my thoughts have a background of the mental 
pictures of places, things anSpeople th which they are concerned. 
Dates, i. e.? the years, seem to slope downward away from me if 
they are past, and upward if they are future. The months of the 
year form a closed cycle, in shape a quadrilateral, its corners 
between December and JanuaryX the middle or last of March the 
end of June, and the middle of September. Undoubtedly this is 
connected with school terms and recesses as well as with the sea- 
sons. Days of the week succeed each other in a straight open 
series. 

My use of such forms in thought seems not to be related with any 
#pecial trait of character, for I do not draw or paint, am not 
extremely methodical, and do not have more than an ordinary 
memory for the forms of things; yet my taste is toward applied 
rather than pure mathematics, and I find that I tend to give a 
geometric interpretation to a mathematical expression. 

This habit or trait of using space-forms for thought is sometimes 
helpful in getting conceptions and in remenlberingX often it is a 
hindrance. 

ARTEUR E. KENDRICK. 
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